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The flow around a torsionally oscillating sphere
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We investigate, experimentally and numerically, the flow around a torsionally oscillating sphere.
The oscillation frequency is sufficiently high that the thickness of the Stokes boundary layer is small
compared with the radius of the sphere. In addition to this boundary layer the flow then consists of
a radial jet of periodically fluctuating speed emanating from the equator of the sphere. As the
oscillation amplitude is increased, these fluctuations gradually become more pronounced, until the
faster portions of the jet overtake the slower ones, causing them to curl back on themselves to form
vortex pairs. The experimental results show that even after the appearance of the vortices the flow
remains predominantly axisymmetric, and also equatorially symmetric, for a distance considerably
greater than one sphere radius away. A two-dimensional numerical code is therefore used to
elucidate the precise details of the flow, with excellent agreement on the range of amplitudes over
which the vortices and other structures gradually emerge, and on the variation of that range with
frequency. The turbulent breakdown of the vortices at higher amplitudes is also studied
experimentally, and a connection with previous results is suggested. ©2002 American Institute of
Physics. @DOI: 10.1063/1.1518029#
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I. INTRODUCTION

Flows induced by boundaries in steady or oscillato
motion are among the most fundamental problems in cla
cal fluid dynamics. For example, the boundary layer on
oscillating plate, first derived by Stokes,1 is one of the stan-
dard problems found in introductory textbooks. Similarly, t
flows induced in a cylindrical annulus by the rotation of t
inner and/or outer cylinders have been studied to such
extent that Tagg2 comments ‘‘This system is so basic to u
derstanding hydrodynamic stability, pattern formation, a
turbulence that it is sometimes referred to as the ‘hydro
atom’ of fluid mechanics.’’

In contrast, the flows induced in a spherical annulus h
been less widely studied. There certainly has been cons
able work done on the flows induced by the steady rota
of the inner and/or outer spheres~see, for example, Junk an
Egbers3 for some of these results!, but still far less than on
the corresponding cylindrical problem. One reason for thi
undoubtedly that unlike in the planar or cylindrical geom
etries, in the spherical geometry there is no analytic exp
sion even for the basic state. Nevertheless, in terms of
fundamental fluid dynamics the spherical geometry is jus
worthy of study as the other two, particularly consideri
that unlike them it is the most naturally bounded geome
~as well as being of considerable geophysical and astroph
cal relevance!.

And turning from steady to oscillatory boundary m
4191070-6631/2002/14(12)/4192/14/$19.00
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tions, the contrast between the spherical versus the pl
and cylindrical geometries becomes even more pronoun
with a few notable exceptions, there has been next to
work done on flows induced by torsionally oscillatin
spheres. In particular, we are only aware of two previo
experimental studies, by Benson and Hollis Hallett4 and
Folse et al.,5 who both measured the gradual damping
freely oscillating spheres, Folseet al. in the moderately large
rangeF0<1.4, and Benson and Hollis Hallett in the ve
large rangeF0<10, whereF0 is the initial deflection from
the equilibrium position. And perhaps not surprisingly, bo
found that the damping rate varied with the amplitude. T
gradual variation obtained by Folseet al. was subsequently
explained by the weakly nonlinear theory of DiPrima a
Liron,6 but the abrupt variation obtained by Benson and H
lis Hallett has never been properly explained.~And because
these Benson and Hollis Hallett experiments were done
liquid helium, the available data consist entirely of the
damping rate curves, with no associated flow visualizatio
to provide insight as to what might be causing the obser
sudden changes in the damping rate.!

Motivated partly by this specific unsolved problem, b
more generally by this almost complete absence of previ
work on what should be a textbook problem, we also stu
the flow induced by a torsionally oscillating sphere. Ho
ever, we rely on driven rather than gradually damped f
oscillations, thereby allowing a more systematic explorat
2 © 2002 American Institute of Physics
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4193Phys. Fluids, Vol. 14, No. 12, December 2002 The flow around a torsionally oscillating sphere
of how the flow depends on the frequency and amplitude
the oscillation. For the experimentally accessible frequen
we find that the flow is always dominated by a radial
emanating from the equator of the sphere. Because the
derlying forcing is oscillatory, the strength of this jet als
fluctuates periodically, at twice the oscillation frequency. F
sufficiently large amplitudes of oscillation these fluctuatio
are strong enough for portions of the jet to curl back
themselves, thereby forming vortex pairs. For even lar
amplitudes these vortices break down again into turbulen
We experimentally map out these two transitions as functi
of the frequency, and do indeed find a possible connec
between the second transition and the Benson and H
Hallett results. We also reproduce the first transition num
cally, and obtain excellent agreement with the experime
results. Finally, we find that for intermediate amplitudes
jet can take on a multiple structure, and use the numeric
elucidate the origin of this behavior.

II. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

A. Basic setup

The experimental apparatus consisted of a hollow, go
plated, brass inner sphere of outer radiusr 153.740
60.002 cm, surrounded by a concentric outer plexigl
sphere of inner radiusr 2519.860.3 cm. Both spheres wer
immersed in a large plexiglass tank filled with water that a
filled the annulus between the spheres. The only purpos
the outer sphere was to provide a simpler outer bound
and thereby allow a direct comparison with the numer
described below. Indeed, initially experiments were do
without an outer sphere, with no discernible difference.

The inner sphere was suspended by rods of diam
1.28 cm. Its torsional oscillationsF5F0 sinvt were driven
by the upper rod, which was connected through an open
in the outer sphere to a servomotor. This motor in turn w
controlled by sinusoidal signals from a function genera
with a frequency resolution of 1mHz and a voltage resolu
tion of 0.1 mV. A cathetometer was used to calibrate
amplitudeF0 as a function of frequency and voltage; th
remaining measurement error inF0 was then far less than
the—necessarily somewhat subjective—judgment of w
the various transitions took place. Finally, the lower r
turned freely on the tip of a pivot, and served only to prev
transverse oscillations. There was no evidence that either
influenced the fluid flow in any significant way.

The Baker7 technique, in which thymol-bluepH indica-
tor is added to the water and titrated to near the end-po
was used for flow visualization. When a voltage difference
then applied between the inner sphere and electrodes em
ded in the outer sphere, an electron transfer reaction at
inner sphere creates blue water that contrasts with the lig
water in the rest of the annulus. We also found that illum
nating with sodium-yellow light improves the contrast si
nificantly. The blue water then serves as a noninvasive tra
with which one is able to observe fluid parcels as they
swept off the oscillating inner sphere to form the equato
jet, as shown in Fig. 1: twice each period, shortly af
swinging throughF50, the sphere sheds one of these rin
Downloaded 24 Oct 2007 to 129.11.76.215. Redistribution subject to AIP
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Note though that these rings are not the vortices yet, wh
will only emerge from the rings at higher amplitudes of o
cillation. Note also that the variation in the rings’ darkness
simply because the voltage difference, and hence the tra
was only switched on shortly before the picture was tak
they are in fact all of equal strength.

From Fig. 1 one can then also deduce that at this p
ticular frequency and amplitude the average speed of the
is roughly 0.75r 1 per period. As we will see below~see Figs.
10 and 11!, this average speed varies inversely with fr
quency~for comparable amplitudes!. It is this variation in the
speed of the jet that limited the range of experimentally
cessible frequencies to approximately 15<r 1 /d<60, where

d5A2n/v ~1!

is the e-folding depth of the viscous boundary layer,n the
kinematic viscosity of the water, andv the angular frequency
of oscillation of the inner sphere. Belowr 1 /d515 the jet
was so strong that it completely overwhelmed all other f
tures~and quite possibly impinged on the outer sphere w
sufficient force for the outer boundary to be important af
all!. Above r 1 /d560 the jet was so weak, and hence t
rings and subsequent vortices so small, that it was not p
sible to properly observe them with this visualization tec
nique.

B. Origin of the jet

Before discussing how and why this jet spawns vortic
we should explain why there is a jet at all, and in the proc
point out another fundamental difference between the sph
cal versus the planar and cylindrical geometries. In parti
lar, in the oscillating plate problem, one finds that not on
can one obtain an exact analytic solution, but that solut
satisfiesU"“U50, and is therefore valid for arbitrarily larg
amplitudes. Similarly, in the oscillating cylinder problem
one again finds that one can obtain an exact analytic solut
And while this solution does not satisfyU"“U50, it does
satisfyU"“U52“p, and is therefore again valid for arb
trarily large amplitudes. In contrast, in spherical geome
one can still obtain an analytic solution, but because t
solution does not satisfy eitherU"“U50 or evenU"“U
52“p, it is only valid for infinitesimally small amplitudes

In order to understand this result and its consequence
is particularly illuminating to compare and contrast the c

FIG. 1. A photograph of the whole sphere, taken from approximately
above the equatorial plane. The particular parameter values arer 1 /d521
andF051.6 (Re567).
 license or copyright, see http://pof.aip.org/pof/copyright.jsp
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4194 Phys. Fluids, Vol. 14, No. 12, December 2002 Hollerbach et al.
lindrical and spherical cases. In both cases parcels of fl
within the Stokes boundary layer undergo circular motion.
both cases therefore inertia will tend to fling them outwa
away from the boundary. Since the fluid cannot actua
separate from the boundary though, there must be some f
counteracting at least the normal component of the centr
gal force. This is precisely the pressure-gradient force
gets established in both cases. The crucial difference betw
the two geometries though is that in the cylindrical case
centrifugal force only has a normal component, whereas
the spherical case it has a tangential one as well, which
not be balanced by the pressure-gradient force. This is
physical meaning to associate with the statement above
in the cylindrical geometryU"“U can be exactly balance
by 2“p, whereas in the spherical geometry it cannot.~In-
cidentally, this is also the reason why the rods had so li
influence on the flow; being cylinders, all they generate i
Stokes layer, but no secondary meridional circulation.!

So, having established that it is this unbalanced tang
tial component of the centrifugal force that will drive a se
ondary circulation in the spherical case, it is clear what t
circulation must consist of, namely a flow from the pol
toward the equator. We might also note that everything
have said so far applies equally well to an oscillating o
steadily rotating sphere, and indeed for the steadily rota
sphere this general conclusion regarding the nature of
secondary circulation was once again first deduced
Stokes.8 Over 100 years later Howarth9 considered this sam
problem, and concluded, first, that the flow would be co
centrated in a thin boundary layer, and second, that when
boundary layers coming from the two poles meet at the eq
tor, they ought to emerge as a single narrow jet. That is,
inflow in the polar regions is very slow, and spread ove
large region, but the outflow at the equator is very fast, a
concentrated in a narrow region. The existence of this eq
torial jet was subsequently confirmed experimentally,10 and
also numerically.11

Returning then to our oscillating rather than steadily
tating sphere, we note that the only difference is that beca
the driving is now oscillatory rather than steady, the stren
of the jet will also fluctuate, with twice the frequency, an
hence half the period, of the underlying oscillation. The
fluctuations in the strength of the jet are then the origin
these rings observed in Fig. 1. We should point out thou
that as trivial as this difference between a steady versus
tuating jet may seem, it is in fact crucial to all of our resu
below. In particular, no vortices of the kind we describe we
obtained in the steadily rotating experiment,10 not even at
Reynolds numbers exceeding 1000.

Finally, we note in passing that the above statements
the analytic solutions in the planar and cylindrical cases
valid for arbitrarily large amplitudes should not be inte
preted to mean that these solutions are necessarily stab
all amplitudes. Indeed, the entire Couette–Taylor proble
both steady2 and oscillatory,12 would not exist at all were it
not for the many different ways in which this analytic bas
state can go unstable. See also Horsemanet al.13 for an ex-
ample of an instability induced specifically by the Stok
layer. Similarly, Otto14 showed that the spherical Stoke
Downloaded 24 Oct 2007 to 129.11.76.215. Redistribution subject to AIP
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layer can also become unstable. Otto’s analysis is in the
tremely high frequency limit though, where the jet is ve
weak, and therefore does not appear to be relevant in
frequency range, where this equatorial jet is the domin
feature.

C. Onset of vortices

Figure 2 shows close-ups of the equatorial jet, at f
quencyr 1 /d515 and amplitudesF052.7 and 3.2. The quite
distinct rings making up the jet are clearly visible. Furthe
more, as in Fig. 1, these rings continue to be almost perfe
axisymmetric even at these amplitudes~although this is not
immediately obvious from these pictures, which were tak
only slightly above the equatorial plane!. Turning to the dif-
ferences between Figs. 2~a! and 2~b! then, we note that in
Fig. 2~a! each ring simply expands outward as a kind
‘‘bow wave,’’ but without changing its shape much. In co
trast, in Fig. 2~b! the ends of the bow wave have curle
around to form a vortex pair. This then is the first transitio
the onset of the vortices.

Our first goal therefore was to map out this onset a
function of frequency. These results are shown as the cir
in Fig. 3, where we note that the amplitudes are presente
a Reynolds number rather than the ‘‘raw’’ amplitudeF0

we’ve used up to now. The general definition of a Reyno
numbers is of course as always, Re5UL/n; the only question
is, what to choose forU andL? The obvious choice forU is
F0vr 1 , the maximum velocity of points on the equator
the sphere. ForL it’s not so obvious; we could choose eith
the sphere radiusr 1 , or the boundary layer thicknessd. We
choseL5d, to obtain for our Reynolds number

Re5
~F0vr 1!d

n
52F0

r 1

d
. ~2!

FIG. 2. Closeups of~a! a bow wave and~b! a vortex pair.r 1 /d515 for
both, andF052.7 and 3.2 (Re581 and 96!, respectively.
 license or copyright, see http://pof.aip.org/pof/copyright.jsp
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4195Phys. Fluids, Vol. 14, No. 12, December 2002 The flow around a torsionally oscillating sphere
The reason for this choice ofL is that, as first pointed out by
Donnelly and Hollis Hallett,15 the abrupt changes in dampin
rate observed by Benson and Hollis Hallett4 then consistently
occur around Re5O(200) for the entire range of frequencie
32<r 1 /d<60.

So, from Fig. 3 we can see that the Benson and Ho
Hallett results were almost certainly not caused by this on
of vortices, which occurs at Reynolds numbers well bel
200. And on reflection, that is probably not surprising: T
damping of a freely oscillating sphere is determined entir
by the viscous torque on it, which in turn depends only
the flow right at the boundary, which is much the same
Figs. 2~a! and 2~b!. The fact that well away from the spher
the two flows differ significantly simply does enter into th
torque on the sphere.

Another curious feature about Fig. 3 is how closely t
points seem to fall on a straight line, roughly Rec51.6r 1 /d
164. The question then is, what significance~if any! does
this y-intercept 64 have? In particular,r 1 /d→0 corresponds
to v→0, that is, to steady rather than oscillatory motion.
is there perhaps a connection after all with some of
steadily rotating results8–11 alluded to above? To answer th
question, we must begin by converting our Reynolds num
to something that makes sense in the steadily rotating li
where v→0 and F0→`. Fortunately though, the produc
F0 v also has a simple physical interpretation, namely
maximum angular velocity of the sphere. If we therefo
write our Reynolds number as

Re5
~Vr 1!d

n
5

Vr 1
2

n

d

r 1
, ~3!

then we recognize the factorVr 1
2/n as being precisely the

appropriate Reynolds number in the steadily rotating ca
So, if the oscillatory Reynolds number tends to any fin
value asr 1 /d tends to 0, the steady Reynolds number ten
to 0. In that limit though there are clearly no vortices. W
conclude therefore that this seemingly straight line in Fig

FIG. 3. The open circles denote the experimentally observed transition
bow waves to vortices, as a function ofr 1 /d. The crosses denote the lam
nar to turbulent transition. The asterisks indicate the particular param
values corresponding to Figs. 1, 2, 4 and 5.
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cannot continue all the way tor 1 /d→0, and that there doe
not appear to be any connection with the steadily rotat
case~which of course agrees with the point noted above, t
Bowden and Lord10 found no such vortices even forVr 1

2/n
.1000).

Finally, we should point out that this onset of the vor
ces does not represent either a hydrodynamic instab
~from the fluid dynamic point of view! or a bifurcation~from
the dynamical systems point of view!. In particular, no sym-
metries are broken in the transition.~While Fig. 2~b! is
somewhat less equatorially symmetric than Fig. 2~a!, we be-
lieve this to be just background noise; there was certainly
evidence of any clear equatorial symmetry breaking bifur
tion.! If this onset of vortices is merely a change in the d
tailed structure of the basic state though, rather than a b
cation to a fundamentally different state, that means ther
also no precisely defined ‘‘critical’’ Reynolds numbe
merely a range over which the vortices gradually beco
more and more clearly pronounced. Nevertheless, as Fi
shows, a relatively small increment in Re is already enou
to produce a very clearly noticeable change in the flow p
tern. We believe the results presented in Fig. 3 are thus
bust and repeatable. The procedure we followed was to h
several observers independently judge when the vort
were clearly present, and only when all agreed did we c
sider that to be the ‘‘critical’’ Reynolds number. These resu
are thus likely to be on the high side, with individual obser
ers judging the ‘‘correct’’ value to be perhaps as much as
lower.

D. Onset of turbulence

Since the onset of these vortices occurs at Reyno
numbers too low to correspond to the Benson and Ho
Hallett results, we clearly need to increase Re further. Fig
4 shows the results atr 1 /d540 and Re5170 and 250 (F0

52.1 and 3.1!. We see that at Re5170 the flow is still lami-
nar, and within one sphere radius or so even almost perfe
axisymmetric and equatorially symmetric. Beyond o
sphere radius, however, the rings still have a distinct iden
but gradually become more and more convoluted. The on
of this ‘‘ripply’’ structure was so gradual though that on
could not identify a critical Reynolds number associated w
it, or even whether it was the axial or equatorial symme
that was broken first; there was certainly no evidence o
distinct bifurcation breaking either symmetry. Instead,
believe that these structures are just the gradual amplifica
of small disturbances inevitably present in the experimen

Probably not surprisingly then, we found that this ripp
structure first set in far from the sphere, exactly where o
would expect it if it is indeed due to disturbances bei
amplified as they travel outward. With increasing Re th
structure then occurred closer and closer to the sphere,
sumably because this amplification effect is becoming str
ger and stronger. We therefore kept increasing Re, wantin
see if anything unusual would happen when this ripply str
ture set in right at the sphere. And indeed, the transition
found was very striking and abrupt, far more so than
initial onset of the vortices had been. Below the transition
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4196 Phys. Fluids, Vol. 14, No. 12, December 2002 Hollerbach et al.
jets within the Stokes layers on the two hemispheres wo
come together at the equator, and still form well-defin
loops, that is, vortex pairs as in Fig. 2~b!, before shooting off
to form the equatorial jet. In contrast, above the transit
these jets collided at the equator with such force that t
simply exploded into turbulence, as in Fig. 4~b!.

The crosses in Fig. 3 then show this second transition
a function of frequency, and we note that it does inde
occur at Re5O(200), just where Benson and Hollis Halle
had found this break in their damping rate curves, with str
ger damping above than below. One is thus inclined to
cribe their results to a transition from turbulent to lamin
flow as the oscillations gradually damp down—as was
deed suggested by Donnelly and Hollis Hallett.15 However,
we must caution that as we were not able to make tor
measurements~which would have required significant mod
fications to the experimental setup!, we cannot say for cer
tain that the torque increases by enough between Figs.~a!
and 4~b! to explain the Benson and Hollis Hallett result
Nevertheless, it does seem plausible that a turbulent fl
would induce a greater torque than a laminar one, part
larly considering that here~unlike in Fig. 2!, the difference in
the two flows really is right at the sphere, where it matt
for the torque.

E. Multiple jets

There is one additional feature worth pointing out in F
4~a!: If one looks very carefully at the innermost ring, th
one that has just separated from the sphere, one notices
it seems to consists of two distinct jets on either side of

FIG. 4. Photos showing the laminar to turbulent transition, taken from
proximately 10° above the equatorial plane.r 1 /d540 for both, andF0

52.1 and 3.1 (Re5170 and 250! for ~a! and ~b!, respectively.
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equator, separated by perhaps a degree or two in latit
This is in sharp contrast to Fig. 2, where the two jets with
the boundary layers clearly merge to form a single equato
jet. Figure 5 shows the details of this transition from a sin
to a multiple jet.

At F051.59 one already sees hints of a multiple stru
ture, but these two secondary jets come together very qui
after leaving the sphere, and thereafter form the primary
which then develops a vortex pair just as in Fig. 2~b!. ~One
might also note, incidentally, the almost perfect equato
symmetry not just in Fig. 5~a!, but in Figs. 5~b! and 5~c! as
well, providing further evidence for the absence of any eq
torial symmetry breaking bifurcation.!

IncreasingF0 to 1.68 then, one notices not only thre
distinct jets separating from the sphere, but looking at
fully developed vortex pair, one realizes that these jets ma
tain largely distinct identities, with the primary central j
forming the front of the ‘‘bow wave,’’ and the secondar
outer jets the ends that curl over to form the vortex pair. T
sequence of events is thus as follows: first the outer jets le
the sphere, travelling relatively slowly, then the inner
leaves, traveling relatively quickly. The inner one therefo
overtakes the outer two, thereby forming the vortex p
much as before, with the only difference being that the
ends of the vortices now have a much more distinct iden
than they had before.

And increasingF0 further still to 1.83, we see that th
original central jet seems to have disappeared comple
leaving only the outer two. This is thus precisely the situ

-

FIG. 5. Closeups of the transition from a single to a multiple jet, tak
exactly in the equatorial plane.r 1 /d540 for all three, andF051.59, 1.68
and 1.83 (Re5127, 134 and 146! for ~a!, ~b! and ~c!, respectively.
 license or copyright, see http://pof.aip.org/pof/copyright.jsp
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tion previously seen in Fig. 4~a!. However, if one looks very
carefully, one can still see a very faint outline of a vortex p
just as before. The underlying flow is thus much as befo
and in particular does contain a central jet that overtakes
outer two to form the vortex pair. The only difference is th
now this central jet carries virtually no tracer with it, and
therefore not so readily apparent.

We will see below what features of the underlying flo
are responsible for the emergence of these multiple struct
in the equatorial jet. For now though we note simply th
while Fig. 5 does not include enough of the sphere to be a
to accurately judge the latitudinal extent of these structu
the original, uncropped photos do include enough, and s
these outer jets to emerge approximately 1.5° either sid
the equator. Details like this are clearly also something
will want to explore further below.

Finally, returning to this contrast between Figs. 2 and
it was found that these multiple jets only occur at the hig
frequenciesr 1 /d>25 or so, but that there they emerge
similar Reynolds numbers as the vortices do. We defer p
senting the precise values to Fig. 17 below though, where
will also see how well they agree with the numerical resu

III. NUMERICAL RESULTS

A. Equations and solution

Scaling length byr 1 , time by v21, andU by F0 vr 1 ,
where once againF5F0 sinvt is the angular displacemen
of the oscillating sphere, the Navier–Stokes equation
comes

]

]t
U1F0 U"“U52“p1

d2

2r 1
2 “

2U, ~4!

where againd5A2n/v is the thickness of the Stokes laye
We solved this, together with“"U50 and the boundary con
ditions

U5sinu cost êf at r 51, ~5!

U50 at r 55.3, ~6!

using an axisymmetric and equatorially symmetric version
the code described by Hollerbach.16 We note though that this
code does not include the rods that held the sphere in p
in the experiments, imposing the appropriate symmetry c
ditions on the axis instead. However, as previously not
there was no evidence that the rods influenced the exp
mentally observed flows in any significant way.

Various resolutions were used, ranging from 80 to 1
Chebyshev polynomials inr times 60 to 120 Legendre func
tions inu. As we will show below, this was sufficient to fully
resolve all the flow structures that developed. Note, in p
ticular, that because the Chebyshev polynomials autom
cally concentrate resolution at the boundaries, it was
need to resolve the equatorial jet and the associated vort
rather than the Stokes layer, that required such high trun
tions. As a result, we found that the truncation required o
increased relatively slowly with frequency.

The calculations nonetheless became increasingly C
intensive at higher frequencies, because they had to be
Downloaded 24 Oct 2007 to 129.11.76.215. Redistribution subject to AIP
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longer: as the disparity between the oscillation timesc
v21 and the viscous diffusive timescalesr 2/n increased,
more and more oscillation cycles had to be simulated be
initial transients completely died away and the final perio
solution emerged. For example, starting from a previou
equilibrated solution and increasingF0 by 5%, r 1 /d515
and 60 required around 30 and 500 cycles, respectively
settle in to the new solution. At 500 timesteps/cycle, and—
the highest truncation—9 CPU-seconds/timestep,r 1 /d560
was thus the highest accessible frequency numerically
well as experimentally.

Indeed, at a mere 20 cycles/CPU-day, it is clear that
could barely afford to do even a single 500 cycle run,
alone the many dozens required for a thorough study.
procedure therefore was to do preliminary calculations at
lower truncations, and then use the equilibrated solutions
starting points for the highest truncation runs. These w
then essentially equilibrated right from the start, further co
firming that even the lower truncations were already a
equate, with identical results for 80360 and 120390 at the
lower frequencies, and 120390 and 1603120 at the higher.

B. Streamlines

Although this whole problem owes its very existence
the oscillation of the sphere, the dominant feature of
resulting flow is the secondary meridional circulation, wi
the ‘‘primary’’ flow, the angular velocity, significantly differ-
ent from zero only within the Stokes boundary layer. In e
erything that follows we will therefore concentrate on th
secondary meridional circulation.

Figure 6 shows the global circulation, which is inde
seen to consist of an outward flow in the equatorial pla
eventually impinging on the outer sphere and then curl
back inward. These particular streamlines are att50
~modulo 2p!, but this large-scale circulation is only ver
weakly time-dependent. Given that it takesO(r 1 /d)2 oscil-
lation cycles to spin this circulation up from rest~as noted
above!, it is of course hardly surprising that each subsequ
cycle should have relatively little effect. Turning to the d
tailed structure then, we note that the circulation increa
with increasing oscillation amplitude~as one might expect!,
whereas it decreases, roughly as (r 1 /d)21/2, with increasing
frequency~at these particular amplitudes, the significance
which will become clear in a moment!. Another interesting
feature is how, with increasing frequency, it becomes
creasingly concentrated toward the outer boundary. T
means of course that the equatorial jet that ultimately dri
this whole circulation decreases even faster than (r 1 /d)21/2,
more like (r 1 /d)21, as we will see in a moment. Finally, w
just note that in the great bulk of the volume, including in t
polar regions, the fluid is practically stationary, as was a
observed to be the case in the experiments. This again
gests that the neglect of the rods in the numerics has ne
gible effect on the results.

Having considered the global circulation, we next turn
the details of the equatorial jet, where we expect to see c
siderably more time-dependence—and where we hope to
something resembling these structures in Fig. 2. Figur
 license or copyright, see http://pof.aip.org/pof/copyright.jsp
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shows snapshots in time of the streamlines in the vicinity
the equator. In all six cases we clearly see the flow mov
toward the equator within the boundary layer, and th
emerging as the equatorial jet. We note also that with
creasingr 1 /d both the boundary layer as well as the
become thinner, and the jet also becomes weaker, as alr
noted above. Turning next to the dependence on Re, a
lower values~the left column! we simply have a relatively
uniform jet, whereas at the higher values~the right column!
the speed varies by a factor of 2 or more, as evidenced by
very abrupt spreading out of the contour lines right after th
first come together at the equator. Indeed, this variation
speed, with faster fluid running into slower fluid, is so e
treme that in all three cases we see the emergence of cl
streamlines, in which fluid is actually curling back towa
the sphere.~Of course, all the streamlines eventually clos
but the others do so far from the sphere, as in Fig. 6.!

Figure 8 presents a sequence of snapshots in time, sh
ing how these vortices first emerge relatively close to
sphere, and are then advected outward by the jet. In cont
at the lower Re value we see that there is relatively li
temporal as well as spatial variation. The particular tim
shown are att/2p50.2 to 0.6, and repeating thereafter,

FIG. 6. The streamlines of the meridional circulation, att50 ~mod 2p).
The particular parameter values are: Top rowr 1 /d515, left/right panels
Re560 and 90, contour interval 0.010. Middle rowr 1 /d530, left/right
panels Re590 and 120, contour interval 0.007. Bottom rowr 1 /d560, left/
right panels Re5150 and 180, contour interval 0.005. Finally, all of the
contour intervals apply to the closed contours only; the contours truncat
1.6r 1 are five times finer in each case, and show how a small part of
circulation returns to the sphere to feed the jet that ultimately drives
whole large-scale flow.
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the period of the secondary circulation is half that of t
underlying forcing, sot/2p50.7 is the same as 0.2 again.

Just as before with the experimental results, we th
want to find the critical Reynolds number—again as a fu

at
e

is

FIG. 7. Closeups of the streamlines, showing wedges extending615° from
the equator and fromr 51 to 2. The particular parameter values are as
Fig. 6, except that the top row is att/2p50.2 and has contour interva
1/500, the middle row is att/2p50.3 and has contour interval 1/1000, an
the bottom row is att/2p50.4 and has contour interval 1/2000. Finally, th
dots shown in the lower half of each wedge indicate the coarsest~80 in r
times 60 inu! numerical mesh. The finest~160 in r times 120 inu! mesh is
therefore more than adequate to resolve all of these structures.

FIG. 8. The temporal evolution of the streamlines, showing wedges ext
ing 10° from the equator, and fromr 51 to 1.6.r 1 /d530, and Re590 and
120 for the left/right columns. The different rows then denote the differ
times, with t/2p50.2 to 0.6~mod 0.5! from top to bottom. The contour
interval is 1/1000 throughout.
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tion of the frequency—for the emergence of these clo
streamlines. These results are shown in Fig. 9, along with
original experimental results of Fig. 3. We note that the g
eral agreement is very good, indeed almost perfect forr 1 /d
.30. The reason for the slight discrepancy forr 1d<30 is
not known, but could simply be because numerically one
look for arbitrarily small closed contours simply by takin
finer and finer contour intervals, whereas experimentally
would not necessarily see such small features. One m
therefore expect the experimental curve to lie somew
above the numerical one, as indeed it does—although
this effect should be more pronounced at smallerr 1 /d is not
clear.

Finally, we note also that the numerical data fall on
even straighter line than the experimental data did, with
best fit being given by Rec52 r1 /d140 ~although for the rea-
sons noted above we know this trend again cannot cont
all the way tor 1 /d50). The results shown in Figs. 6 and
are thus consistently either 10 below~the left column! or 20
above~the right column! this line.

C. Origin of the rings

There is in fact another possible reason for this sli
discrepancy noted above, namely that we’re not compa
like with like. In particular, the experimentally observed vo
tices refer to particle paths~as traced out by this ‘‘ink’’!,
whereas the numerically computed vortices refer to insta
neous streamlines. And for time-dependent flows such
ours here, the two are not the same. So perhaps the que
we should be asking ourselves is not why is there this sl
discrepancy, but instead why is thereonly such a slight dis-
crepancy! It is thus clear that what we should do is pres
our numerical solutions in terms of particle paths as well
instantaneous streamlines, and see if we obtain vortice
the former as well as the latter.

However, before attempting that, there is an even m
pressing question: why are there distinct rings at all in
experiment? After all, Figs. 7 and 8 clearly show that bef
the emergence of the vortices the equatorial jet is alm
uniform, and even afterwards, when it does exhibit sign

FIG. 9. The numerically computed onset of vortices in the streamlines,
the precise value lying somewhere between the pairs of plus signs at
r 1 /d ~that is, we computed this onset to within62). The straight line is
Re52r1 /d140. For comparison, the open circles once again show the
perimental data from Fig. 3.
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cant variation in time, it is still always present. So why d
we see distinct rings, and not just a uniform disk?

To address this question, let’s suppose that we can mi
the generation of the real tracer by releasing numerical tra
particles very close to the boundary, and uniformly in tim
and then simply letting the flow advect them along. Th
simple model is unlikely to capture all of the~potentially
quite complicated! physics governing the rate of this electr
chemical reaction, as well as the rate at which the tra
subsequently diffuses away from the boundary into the flu
but it should give some indication anyway of how the re
system might be expected to behave.

So, given the numerical solution forU, we additionally
solve the equations governing the advection of material p
ticles,

dr

dt
5Ur~r ,u,t !,

du

dt
5r 21Uu~r ,u,t !, ~7!

with specified initial conditions

r 5r 0 , u5u0 at t5t0 . ~8!

~In general one would also have to include thef component
of the motion, but asU is independent off, the location in
longitude has no influence on the positionsr andu, and can
therefore be ignored.! We emphasize also that obtainin
these particle trajectories~using a standard fourth orde
Runge–Kutta method! is a completelya posterioridiagnos-
tic calculation, and does not in any way feed back into
original computation ofU.

To understand the origin of the rings, we released p
ticles atr 051.001,u0590°, andtn/2p5n/50, n51,...,25;
that is, 25 particles released uniformly in time throughout
underlying periodt/2p50.5, in the equatorial plane, jus
outside the boundary. And sinceUu50 in the equatorial
plane, the particles will always remain there. The probl
therefore reduces to computing justr (t), that is, how do the
particles gradually get advected away from the sphere? S
r 0 is so close to the boundary, well inside the Stokes lay
initially we expect them to move outward only very slowl
taking many oscillation cycles just to emerge from t
boundary layer and join the jet proper. Once they do
however, we would expect them to be swept outward mu
more quickly ~to eventually accumulate at the stagnati
point on the equator of the outer sphere, although that
longer interests us!.

The dotted lines in Fig. 10 show these trajectories, w
r plotted on the horizontal axis, andt/2p ~mod 0.5! on the
vertical ~that is, what are known as ‘‘world-lines’’ in relativ
ity!. Focussing attention on Fig. 10~a! first, corresponding to
the left column in Fig. 7, we notice a remarkable pheno
enon; even though the particles were released uniformly
time, they spontaneously cluster together and move outw
in well-defined groups, with the particle density inside t
group an order of magnitude greater than outside. It is th
groups that then constitute the distinct rings seen in the
periment.~We note though that except atr 1 /d560 the edges
of these rings are still not nearly as crisp as they were in
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FIG. 10. As described in the text, the dotted lines show the world-line
particles released atr 051.001, u0590°, and t0/2p5n/50, n51,...,25.
Even though they are released atr 51.001, they are only plotted once the
reachr 51.05 though, as the very slow motion while still inside the boun
ary layer would otherwise fill this entire region with dots. The solid lin
show contours ofUr(r ,p/2,t), with a contour interval of 0.025, and nega
tive regions gray-shaded. Finally, the particular parameter values are:~a! top
r 1 /d515, Re560; middle r 1 /d530, Re590; bottom r 1 /d560, Re
5150. ~b! top r 1 /d515, Re590; middle r 1 /d530, Re5120; bottom
r 1 /d560, Re5180. That is,~a! corresponds to the left column in Fig. 7
and ~b! to the right.
Downloaded 24 Oct 2007 to 129.11.76.215. Redistribution subject to AIP
experiment. There must therefore be some aspect of the
tracer that is not properly captured by our simple tracer p
ticles here.!

So we see first of all that the spacing between succes
rings decreases with increasingr 1 /d, being 0.37, 0.26 and
0.18 at r 1 /d515, 30 and 60, respectively~suggesting an
(r 1 /d)21/2 scaling perhaps!. These results are also all i
good agreement with the experimental values. For exam
if one constructs a plot like this for the parameter valu
corresponding to Fig. 1, one finds the spacing between
cessive rings to be 0.33, in good agreement with the 0
observed in Fig. 1~and the remaining discrepancy can a
most certainly be explained by the distortions induced in
the experimental photographs by the refraction of the ligh
the boundary of the tank!.

Next, we note that Fig. 10~a! predicts when in the cycle
the rings should separate from the sphere, namely at rou
t/2p50.2, 0.25 and 0.3 forr 1 /d515, 30 and 60. Becaus
our camera was not synchronized to the oscillations, it w
difficult to precisely determine this separation time expe
mentally. However, as well as one could determine it, it w
also generally in agreement with these values. It was
tainly found to be the case that the rings emerged at diffe
times for different frequencies and amplitudes.

Having described these rings, we still want to understa
why they exist at all. That is, we’ve seen how the 25 u
formly released particles cluster together to form the rin
but why? To answer that, we look at the solid lines in Fi
10~a!, which show contours ofUr in the equatorial plane
~and therefore a function only of the samer and t axes al-
ready established!. The crucial point to note here is how th
innermost contour line shifts slightly in time. This means th
when it’s relatively far away from the sphere, particles ha
a difficult time making it out of the boundary layer, and so
lot of particles accumulate, until at some later time when
relatively close to the sphere, all of these particles eme
together to form one of these groups. Notice for exam
how the innermost position of this contour line occurs
precisely the times~0.2, 0.25 and 0.3! where we previously
observed that the rings emerge.

Figure 10~b!, corresponding to the right column in Fig
7, then shows the equivalent results after the emergenc
the vortices. The top panel, atr 1 /d515, is much like before,
only even more dramatic; note how the ring suddenly se
rates att/2p50.1 and moves rapidly outward, and how th
time again corresponds precisely to when that innerm
contour line is closest to the sphere. The middle panel
r 1 /d530 is similar, with this separation now occurring
t/2p50.2.

The other extremely interesting feature about this cas
the small gray-shaded region close to the sphere. At th
positions and times,Ur is negative, that is, the particles a
moving toward the sphere rather than away from it. This
due to a pair of very small counter-rotating eddies that te
porarily get established on either side of the equator. If o
looks carefully at the right column of Fig. 8 one can just s
~at t/2p50.5 and 0.6! the zero contour that bounds the ed
in the upper hemisphere. Most of the timeUr is positive
though, so the particles are still moving mostly away fro

f
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4201Phys. Fluids, Vol. 14, No. 12, December 2002 The flow around a torsionally oscillating sphere
the sphere, and so they do eventually emerge to form
usual ring.

However, if we turn to the bottom panel, atr 1 /d560,
we find that this gray-shaded region is now so large t
close to the sphereUr is negative almost all the time. Thi
means that particles released as above atr 051.001 andu0

590° will never emerge from the boundary layer, but w
instead accumulate at the stagnation point right at the e
tor. We will consider these counter-rotating eddies in cons
erably more detail below, where we will show that they a
the cause of these multiple jets described above. For
though we simply note that as these particular particles ne
emerge from the boundary layer, we cannot plot their o
ward trajectories either.

Figure 11 provides a convenient summary of the ma
mum and minimum values thatUr takes throughout the os
cillation cycle. One interesting point to note is how the min
mum values are almost unchanged~except for these very
small regions of negativeUr , which are cut off in the plots!
before and after the emergence of the vortices. Instead
increased speed~and also variability in speed, as note
above! is due entirely to a considerable increase in the ma
mum values.

Finally, it should be pointed out that Fig. 11 is mislea
ing in one respect, in that it suggests that the jet speed
creases with increasingr 1 /d. This is in fact true only of the
nondimensionalized speeds plotted here; if one converts b
to dimensional variables one finds easily enough that

Ud5
2n

r 1
S r 1

d D 2

Und , ~9!

FIG. 11. ConsiderUr in the equatorial plane, and at eachr note the maxi-
mum and minimum values that occur throughout the temporal cycle.
each panel the upper/lower curves then show these maximum/minim
values. The particularr 1 /d and Re values associated with each panel are
in Figs. 6 and 7.
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so if Und decreases roughly as (r 1 /d)21/2, thenUd increases
as (r 1 /d)3/2. The difference of course is that the unit of tim
itself varies with r 1 /d. However, for all the issues we’ve
addressed here it is indeedUnd that is more appropriate. Fo
example, that the spacing between successive rings in
10~a! seems to scale as (r 1 /d)21/2 is entirely due toUnd

having that scaling.

D. Bow waves and vortices

Having elucidated the origin of the rings, we return
our original objective, and see if we can get our tracer p
ticles to form bow waves and vortices as well. Figure
shows the results atr 1 /d560 and Re5150 and 180. A total
of 600 particles were released, atr 051.001, 1.002, 1.003
and 1.004,u0560, 65, 70, 75, 80 and 85°, and at each
these 24 positions the same 25 starting times as before.
leasing points off the equator is obviously necessary to h
any chance at all of obtaining two-dimensional structu
like bow waves or vortices; releasing them at different ra
~but all still well inside the Stokes layer! turned out to be
helpful in obtaining the particularly pleasing results shown
Fig. 12, with bow waves at Re5150 and vortices at Re
5180, exactly as seen in the experiment.

Regarding these different radii, had we not includ
1.003 and 1.004, say, the ends of these structures would
been truncated; had we included 1.005 and beyond, t
would gradually have become so thick that one would
longer have seen how they curl over to form the vortices
contrast, the precise values foru0 turned out to be relatively
unimportant, provided only that at least some of them
sufficiently far off the equator. Because of this addition
subjectivity in deciding what values to take forr 0 though, we
decided not to attempt to pin down the ‘‘critical’’ Reynold
number more precisely than the 150 to 180 range given h

Although Fig. 12 is indeed exactly what we were hopi
for, namely that the onset of vortices in the particle pa
occurs at roughly the same Reynolds number as in the
stantaneous streamlines, it also shows once again how d
ent the two concepts really are. In particular, we note in
bottom panel of Fig. 12~b! how the particle vortex and the
streamline vortex do not even overlap. It is nevertheless
just a coincidence that the two occur at the same Re: W
causes the particle vortex to form is clearly that the flo
advects the end of the bow wave back toward the equa
where the jet is faster, thereby allowing it to overtake t
portions further from the equator. A necessary condition
the emergence of particle vortices is therefore that there
sufficiently strong up–down motion in addition to the bas
jet. And as we already saw in Fig. 7, this up–down motion
directly connected to the emergence of the streamline vo
ces.

Having obtained such nice results forr 1 /d560, the ob-
vious next step is to do the same for other values. In part
lar, we might hope to explain this slight discrepancy in Fig
for r 1 /d<30. Unfortunately, we were not successful in th
Figure 13 shows the results atr 1 /d530 and Re5120 ~so 20
above the onset of vortices in the numerical streamlines,
10 above the onset in the experimental particle paths!. Six
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hundred particles were again released, this time atr 0

51.002, 1.004, 1.006 and 1.008~the same fraction of the
Stokes layer thickness therefore!, and the same latitudes an
times as above. We see though that we obtain neither vor
nor even bow waves, but instead only the highly trunca
beginnings of bow waves. Given that the ends of the str
tures in Fig. 12 came from the largest initial radii, it mig
seem then that the solution is obvious, namely to rele
particles even further out. Unfortunately though, in this ca
that does not lead to the ends of the bow waves exten

FIG. 12. As described in the text, the heavy dots show the positions o
particles released atr 051.001,...,1.004, u0560,...,85°, andt0/2p5n/50,
n51,...,25. r 1 /d560 for both, and Re5150 and 180 for~a! and ~b!, re-
spectively. The five rows in each then correspond to the timest/2p50, 0.1,
0.2, 0.3, 0.4~mod 0.5!. The region shown extends fromr 51 to 2, and to 6°
from the equator atr 51. Finally, the contour interval for the superimpose
streamlines is 1/500.
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and possibly even forming vortices. Instead, it simply lea
to a gradual filling in of the whole structure, until one is le
with just a more or less uniform distribution of particle
throughout the whole jet. Presumably~as before in Fig. 10!,
there must therefore be some aspect of this tracer, an
particular its dispersion away from the boundary, that is
adequately modelled by our tracer particles here. Attemp
to model precisely how the tracer leaves the boundary
enters the fluid—and therefore what the right initial positio
for our particles would be—is clearly beyond the scope
this work though. As disappointing as it is, we are therefo
not able to explain this slight discrepancy in Fig. 9.

E. Multiple jets

One additional feature to note in Fig. 12~b! is how most
of the particles separate from the sphere a degree or
above the equator, whereas in Fig. 12~a! they form a jet right
on the equator. It would thus appear that this is precisely
transition from a single to a multiple jet that was also o
served experimentally~and indeed in this same Re rang
occurring around Re5160 atr 1 /d560). In this section we
would therefore like to explore the origin of these multip
structures. Figure 14 shows the results atr 1 /d540 and Re
5120, 130, 140 and 150. Nine hundred particles were
leased this time, atr 051.001 to 1.006, and again the sam
latitudes and times as above. Comparing Fig. 14 with Fig
we see that we have virtually perfect agreement; in b
cases increasing Re causes the central jet to become we
and weaker, and the secondary outer jets to become stro
and stronger, until virtually all the particles emerge in t
outer jets. The latitudinal extent of these secondary jet
also in agreement with the experimental ones, with b
separating from the sphere 1 to 1.5 degrees from the equ

Obtaining such outstanding agreement is obviou
gratifying, but we would still like to understandwhy these
structures develop in the first place. Figure 15 shows

e

FIG. 13. As in Fig. 12, but forr 1 /d530, Re5120, and with the particles
released atr 051.002,...,1.008.
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streamlines just before these jets emerge in Fig. 14. Wha
see is the onset of these counter-rotating eddies briefly
luded to before. Figure 16 also shows how the strength
these eddies varies throughout the cycle. At Re5120 they are
not yet present at all; thereafter they are present betw
t/2p50.4 and 0.2~mod 0.5!, and increase in strength wit
increasing Re. The origin of these multiple jets is theref
clear: Before the onset of these eddies the jet can o
emerge right on the equator, but afterwards it could eme
either on the equator at times when the eddies are
present, or on the separatrices of the eddies at times w
they are present. If the eddy is still very weak though, m
of the particles will still emerge on the equator, but as
strengthens fewer and fewer will emerge on the equator,
more and more at the separatrices.

Figure 17 shows how the critical Reynolds number
the emergence of these counter-rotating eddies varies
frequency. We see that forr 1 /d,22 they do not exist at all
presumably because the jet is simply too strong. In contr
for r 1 /d.35 Rec seems to follow the straight line 1.8r 1 /d
149. Comparing this result with the line 2r 1 /d140 we

FIG. 14. The positions of the particles released atr 051.001,...,1.006, u0

560,...,85°, andt0/2p5n/50, n51,...,25. r 1 /d540 and t/2p50.2 for
all, and Re5120, 130, 140 and 150 for~a!, ~b!, ~c! and~d!, respectively. The
region shown extends fromr 51 to 1.1, and to 3° from the equator atr
51, with the heavy dots indicating 0.5° increments.

FIG. 15. As in Fig. 14, except now att/2p50.1, and showing streamline
rather than particle positions. The contour interval is 1024. Note also that as
small as these little eddies are, they are still adequately~if barely! resolved:
At the finest resolution we have 120 modes inu, and can therefore resolv
structures as fine as 90°/12050.75°, so even allowing for the fact that real
one needs two modes to resolve a given ‘‘structure,’’ we have resolved t
eddies spanning 1.5°.~And because the Chebyshev polynomials autom
cally crowd resolution near the boundary, they are more than adequ
resolved inr .)
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found for the emergence of the vortices in the streamlin
we see that the two phenomena emerge at very similar R
nolds numbers, with the vortices slightly ahead forr 1 /d
,45, and the eddies slightly ahead forr 1 /d.45. The dif-
ferences in the two critical Reynolds numbers are so sli
though that they are barely resolved~these results were com
puted to within61). It seems plausible therefore that the
could be some sort of a connection between these two p
nomena, although what that connection might be—or ind
why these eddies exist at all—remains a mystery. Howe
similar eddies have been obtained by Smith and Duck17 in
other contexts, so perhaps an asymptotic analysis simila
theirs might yield further insight into the origin of thes
structures.

Figure 17 also shows where the first onset of these m
tiple jets was observed experimentally, and as in Figs. 5
14 above, we obtain perfect agreement at all four val
r 1 /d530, 40, 50 and 60. Additionally, atr 1 /d520 no mul-
tiple jets were observed at any amplitude, again in agreem
with the numerical results. We note also that both here an

se
-
ly

FIG. 16. The maximum value of the streamfunction inside the coun
rotating eddies, as a function of time. Note in particular that the edd
shown in Fig. 15 att/2p50.1 are thus quite close to the maxima in time

FIG. 17. The solid line shows the numerically computed onset of coun
rotating eddies in the streamlines. For comparison, the dotted line is
52r1 /d140, where the vortices first appeared in the streamlines. The o
circles show where structures as in Fig. 5~a! were first observed experimen
tally.
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Fig. 9 the experimental data were taken before the nume
results were computed.

One might wonder, incidentally, why we only looked
five frequencies here, but so many more in Fig. 3. The rea
is that all of these multiple structures were only investiga
as an afterthought. Initially we were focused on the two tr
sitions shown in Fig. 3, and overlooked subtle details l
these multiple jets. It was only when the numerics star
yielding this peculiar feature in Fig. 12~b! that we re-
examined Fig. 4~a! and realized it had indeed been there
along. Returning to the lab, we then obviously concentra
our attention on obtaining the photos shown in Fig. 5, a
thereafter time constraints prevented us from doing as t
ough a scan through the full frequency range as in Fig. 3
even though we did obtain excellent agreement in the e
these multiple jets should nevertheless serve as a cautio
reminder that one should not be so focused on what
expects that one overlooks the unexpected!

F. Torques

Finally, let’s return briefly to where we began, name
the damping rate curves obtained by Benson and Ho
Hallett4 and Folseet al.5 We already agreed that the lamin
to turbulent transition shown in Fig. 4 is the most like
cause of the abrupt change in damping rate observed by
son and Hollis Hallett, but were unable to make the torq
measurements that could have proved it. Well, we are e
less able to compute this transition numerically, so can
prove this conjecture that way either. It is nonetheless
interest to calculate the torques associated with some of
solutions, if only to see how well we agree with the weak
nonlinear theory of DiPrima and Liron.6

So, if we define the normalized torque to be

T5
3

4&

d

r 1
E

0

p

r
]

]r S Uf

r D U
r 5r 1

sin2 u du, ~10!

then according to Eq.~23! of DiPrima and Liron

T5221/2@112d/r 11F0
2~0.007 32

20.004 29d/r 1!#cos~ t !2221/2@12F0
2~0.017 68

20.058 21d/r 1!#sin~ t !1O~~d/r 1!2!1O~F0
4!1... .

~11!

The reason for including these factors (3/4&)(d/r 1) in our
definition of T should also be clear now, namely to ensu
that Tmax51 in the limit d/r 1→0, F0→0. We would then
like to see what sort of deviations this formula predicts
finite d/r 1 andF0 , and how well our numerically compute
torques agree. Before doing so though, we note that bec
our numerically accessible values ofd/r 1 are not infinitesi-
mal, theO((d/r 1)2) terms may still make a noticeable co
tribution. Fortunately, it is straightforward to extend the
analysis to include these terms; one obtains

T5...1221/2@0.5~d/r 1!2# @cos~ t !1sin~ t !#1... . ~12!
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In the comparisons that follow, we will use this extend
formula, which turns out to improve the agreement to be
than 0.01%.

Figure 18 showsTmax, plotted as a function ofF0 rather
than Re to emphasize that it is only forF0<O(1) that we
should expect to obtain agreement with the asymptotic
mula, as indeed we do. We see also that finiteF0 andd/r 1

both induce deviations on the order of a few percent from
limiting value 1. However, we do not see anything spec
associated with the onset of the vortices~or the counter-
rotating eddies! in the streamlines.

We should not conclude from this that these featu
have no influence on the damping rate curves though. A
all, the damping rate is determined not only by the maxim
value of the torque, but also by its phase relationship. Tha
the quantity we should be considering is not so much
torque, but rather the work done throughout the cycle,

W5
&

p E
0

2p

T cos~ t !dt, ~13!

where this normalization factor&/p again ensures thatW
51 in the limit d/r 1→0, F0→0. Indeed, applying the~ex-
tended! DiPrima and Liron formula forT, we obtain the
corresponding formula forW,

W5112d/r 110.5~d/r 1!21F0
2~0.007 32

20.004 29d/r 1!1... . ~14!

Figure 19 showsW as a function ofF0 , and we note
that for F0<O(1) we again obtain perfect agreement wi
the asymptotic formula. More importantly though, this tim
there is perhaps something special associated with the o
of the vortices, namely this slight dip before the curves s
rising again. And while this may not seem like much, w
note that the equally small rise before it was sufficient
show up in the experiments of Folseet al.5 ~whose values of
F0 were unfortunately just short of this dip!. The quite sub-
stantial rise beyond it would certainly show up, and m
explain some of the other variations in damping rates fou

FIG. 18. The solid lines show the maximum value ofT throughout the
cycle, as a function ofF0 , for the two indicated values ofr 1 /d. The dotted
lines show the DiPrima and Liron asymptotic formula, at the correspond
values.
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by Benson and Hollis Hallett.4 It would thus be of consider
able interest to redo some of these experiments with fre
oscillating spheres, but including proper flow visualizatio
and then see whether the presence or absence of vor
does indeed coincide with a change in the damping rate.
of course, modifying the setup here to allow torque measu
ments would also be invaluable. A systematic study of b
free and forced oscillations, measuring the damping rate
one case and the torques in the other, would go a long
toward clarifying some of these outstanding issues, as w
as any differences that may exist between the two~caused for
example by the fact that one has truly periodic solutions o
in the forced case!.

Finally, returning to our numerical results, computin
this work done throughout the cycle also provides us with
additional test of the accuracy of our solutions, since
know that for periodic solutions the work done must eq
the viscous dissipation over the cycle. So, we can comp
these two quantities separately, and simply see how well t
agree. Reassuringly, they agreed to within 0.01%, indica
not only that the resolution was sufficiently high, but al
that we integrated long enough for these periodic solution
emerge.

IV. CONCLUSION

In this work we have considered the spherical version
one of the oldest problems in fluid dynamics. We found t
even though the basic Stokes layer on an oscillating sphe
much the same as on an oscillating plate or cylinder, in
spherical case one also obtains a secondary meridiona
culation that is entirely absent in the other two geometr
We then discovered a rich variety of phenomena associ
with this secondary circulation, the most unexpected
which was the existence of these counter-rotating eddies
the multiple jets they create. Even though we obtained
cellent agreement between the experimental and nume
results, we still do not understand why these structures e
in the first place. In contrast, the onset and subsequent
bulent breakdown of the vortices is easier to understa
Nevertheless, here too there are still unanswered quest
such as why the vortices in the particle paths agreed so

FIG. 19. W as a function ofF0 . The dotted lines again show the asympto
formula.
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at the higher frequencies, but not at the lower. It might the
fore be of interest to redo the experiment using a differ
visualization technique, and see whether that agrees be
With a different visualization technique it would also be
interest to attempt to explore the limit of extremely hig
frequencies, and see whether these two straight lines 2r 1 /d
140 and 1.8r 1 /d149 really do continue indefinitely. If so
that would mean that for sufficiently high frequencies t
counter-rotating eddies appear at significantly lower am
tudes than the vortices do, suggesting that they are c
pletely distinct phenomena after all, and only happen to
cur at similar amplitudes at the frequencies accessible to
here. Regardless of whether these eddies and vortices
out to be related or not though, it is certainly remarkable t
after 150 years, problems of this type continue to revea
many new surprises!
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